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First-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations of Lu-H-N compounds reveal low-
energy configurations of Fm3m Lu8H23−xN structures that exhibit novel electronic properties such
as flat bands, sharply peaked densities of states (van Hove singularities, vHs), and intersecting Dirac
cones near the Fermi energy (EF ). These N-doped LuH3-based structures also exhibit an intercon-
nected metallic hydrogen network, which is a common feature of high-Tc hydride superconductors.
Electronic property systematics give estimates of Tc for optimally ordered structures that are well
above the critical temperatures predicted for structures considered previously. The vHs and flat
bands near EF are enhanced in DFT+U calculations, implying strong correlation physics should
also be considered for first-principles studies of these materials. These results provide a basis for
understanding the electronic properties observed for nitrogen-doped lutetium hydride.

Rare-earth hydrides form a unique chemical compo-
sition of the heavy rare-earth ions and the lightest hy-
drogen atoms that can lead to novel material properties
including metal-insulator transitions and superconduc-
tivity. Such novel properties originate from the subtle
balance between the strongly localized nature of heavy
electrons in rare-earth ions and the itinerant electronic
behaviors of hydrogen. A particularly intriguing example
is nitrogen-doped lutetium hydride, which has recently
been reported to exhibit near-ambient superconductivity
[1]. The disposition and stoichiometry of the light ele-
ments are not known, nor is it clear what role, if any,
nitrogen plays in the reported superconductivity. First-
principles searches have not found structures with strong
electron-phonon coupling (EPC) [2–7]. It is of interest to
find structures in the ternary Lu-H-N system with strong
vHs near the Fermi energy (EF ) in the density of states
(DOS) because those features increase EPC [8, 9].

Inspired by the pioneering theoretical predictions of
high Tc superconductivity by Ashcroft [10, 11], den-
sity functional theory (DFT) calculations have played an
important role in guiding experiments aimed at realiz-
ing room temperature superconductivity, specifically in
dense hydrides [12, 13] with calculations that have been
confirmed by subsequent experiments [14–18] (see [19] for
a review). The recent report of room-temperature super-
conductivity in LuH3−xNy at 1 GPa [1] has motivated
numerous recent DFT calculations aimed at understand-
ing the result [1–5, 7, 20]. Candidate structures and sto-
ichiometries have been identified and proposed, but they
do not exhibit properties conducive to known supercon-
ducting mechanisms. We use DFT [21–23] and DFT+U
[24, 25] calculations to explore bonding and electronic
properties of a broad range of structures and composi-
tions that fit the available experimental data. We show
that a subset of energetically preferred Lu-H-N structures

and stoichiometries consistent with available experimen-
tal constraints [1] exhibit novel electronic structures that
include Dirac cones, a sharp vHs and flat bands at EF .
These features may underlie the remarkable near-ambient
superconductivity reported in the Lu-H-N system [1].

We begin our study by computing the electronic struc-
ture of a variety of supercells based on Fm3m LuH3−xNy

in light of recent theoretical studies of the energetics of
the system [2–5, 7, 20]. In the parent structure Fm3m
LuH3, each Lu atom is surrounded by hydrogens in tetra-
hedral and octahedral sites (Fig. 1, top). Substituting N
atoms in hydrogen locations, we find that N atoms pre-
fer being spatially separated (see Table S1) due to com-
petition over the Lud electrons with which they bond.
This also minimizes the Coulomb interaction between
N atoms. This spatial separation as well as the experi-
mentally constrained 1:8 N:Lu ratio [1] (i.e., y = 0.125
in LuH3−xNy) yields a subset of energetically favorable
structures containing highly symmetric configurations.
Fm3m Lu8H23−xN for small x emerged as particularly
important due to their interesting electronic structure
and for consistency with experiments upon relaxation
(Fig. S6).

We consider four main superlattice structure types
with stoichiometry Lu8H23−xN (Fig. 1, bottom). Struc-
ture A consists of alternating layers of LuH3 and type 1
ordering LuH2.75N0.25, resulting in a face-centered-cubic
(FCC) superlattice of N atoms. Structure B has N in
tetrahedral sites (type 2 ordering), while A,C, and D
have them in octahedral sites. Structure C has an ABCB
stacking, where B are LuH3 layers, and A and C layers
are type 1 orderings with a relative shift. Structure D
is more complex, but its key feature is N-Lu-N chains.
The full structural information is presented in Figs. S1-
S5. To study hydrogen vacancies, we present two in-
equivalent octahedral hydrogen vacancy positions inside
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FIG. 1: Top: Unit cell of Fm3m LuH3 followed by depic-
tions of the layers [(100) planes] that form the building
blocks of the superlattice structures considered in the
present study: LuH3 layer; Type 1 ordering, with N in
the octahedral site; Type 2 ordering, with N in the tetra-
hedral site, Type 3 ordering, with chains of octahedrally
coordinated N; and the two types of octahedral H vacan-
cies denoted by open circles (red: type 1, purple: type 2),
with the tetrahedral hydrogens omitted for clarity. Bot-
tom: the four 2 x 2 x 2 superlattice structure-types for
Lu8H23−xN (A, B, C, D) created from the above ordering
schemes (see text and SI).

the type 1 ordering scheme. The unit cell parameters
and atomic positions of the superlattice structure-types
were relaxed without symmetry (see SI). When the above
structures are relaxed, the Lu atoms move towards the
N atoms. The simulated x-ray diffraction patterns of the
structures are broadly consistent with those measured ex-
perimentally [1] (see Fig. S6). However, important super-
lattice reflections at low angle were not observed because
of limitations of the experiment. The optimized lattice
parameter of structure A (Fig. S1) at zero pressure with
DFT-PBE (a = 10.03 Å) is close to twice the value ob-
tained experimentally for the dominant Fm3m phase in
the experiments (a = 5.023 Å) [1].

FIG. 2: The band structures of (top) Fm3m LuH3, (mid-
dle) Lu8H21N (Lu8H21N structure-type B) [6], and (bot-
tom) Lu8H23N (structure-type A) using DFT+U, U=8.2
eV on Lud, 5.5 eV on Luf .

Figure 2 shows the band structures of Fm3m
LuH3, Lu8H21N (structure-type B) [6], and Lu8H23N
(structure-type A), the latter using DFT+U (see also
Fig. S7). Our computed LuH3 band structure is in good
agreement with the DFT results calculations of Sufyan
and Larsson [26] (Fig. S8). Lu8H21N (B) has a sizeable
band gap, meaning it cannot be a superconducting phase.
Despite the same number of valence electrons, this large
difference with LuH3 is likely due to the stoichiometry
rather than differences in tetrahedral vs octahedral site
chemistry. Placing N in tetrahedral vs octahedral posi-
tions does not significantly alter the DOS, seen by com-
paring all the PDOS in Fig. S9(a-d). Sun et al [6] ex-
amined the stability and properties of Lu8H21N (B) and
found it is not conducive to superconductivity [6], con-
sistent with our calculated band structure. Remarkably,
the bands of Lu8H23N (structure A) are distinctly differ-
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FIG. 3: Calculated PDOS near EF of superlattice struc-
ture types A-D with DFT-PBE+U, U=8.2 eV on Lud
[27] (a-d) vs DFT-PBE (e-h).

ent, exhibiting a combination of hybridization and corre-
lation effects giving rise to a very sharp vHs at EF and
regions of nearly flat bands (discussed later) with sharp
intersecting Dirac cones (see Fig. S10).

Figure 3 compares the partial density of states (PDOS)
near EF of these and other structures including both
DFT+U and DFT results. We placed U=8.2 eV on the
Lud orbitals since the pseudopotentials used are tested
for this U value to match accurate (but expensive) HSE06
functional calculations on LuN [27]. Lu8H23N structure
A exhibits an extraordinarily sharp vHs close to EF [Fig.
3(a); see also Fig. S9] that is dominated by Hs states with
additional contributions from Np and Lud. It is known
that sharp vHs at EF lead to Tc estimates that grow un-
bounded with the DOS at EF [8, 28, 29] unlike the flat
DOS approximation [30]. Lu8H23N structures B-D are
relatively featureless around EF [Fig. 3(b-d)] but share
similar broad features below EF and become more simi-
lar when unrelaxed (Fig. S9). The crystal field splitting
and Hoct

s , Htet
s projections for the parent structure LuH3

and structures A-D are studied in the SI [Figs. S7(top),
S9].

To study the correlation effects we compare the DFT-

PBE results in Fig. 3(e-h). The removal of U changes
structure A, whose vHs is now broadened and 0.2 eV be-
low EF [Fig. 3(e)]. The removal of U for the other struc-
tures changes their DOS marginally [Fig. 3(f-h)]. The
main effect of U in Lu8H23N (A) is to push Lud states
away from EF [see Fig. S11(left)], but near EF multiband
effects complicate matters [Fig. S11(right)] resulting in
an enhancement of the vHs at EF [Figs. 3(a) and S12].
Ideally, the U value is computed for each different struc-
ture, which complicates large structure searches. This
may explain why structure type A compounds have been
missed so far in first-principles calculations only using
DFT-PBE.

In all the configurations shown the octahedral hydro-
gens are the primary contributors, with additional Lud,
tetrahedral H, and Np contributions (Fig. S9). The re-
sults contrast with those of Ferreira et al [4] who found
only structures with primarily Lud character at EF . Of
the structures considered thus far, structure A uniquely
obtains a sharp vHs at EF with DFT+U. Exploring the
effect of introducing vacancies into structure A on the
vHs (Fig. S13), we find the electronic structure (vHs) is
stable to a small number of octahedral hydrogen vacan-
cies with the effect of raising EF . This in combination
with the hole-doping effect of N atoms on the LuH3 bands
in Lu8H23N (see Fig. S7) can thus tune EF to match the
van Hove singularity peak, an effect that can significantly
enhance superconductivity in other materials [9, 31]. In
addition, the application of modest pressure (i.e. 2 GPa)
to Lu8H23N (A) increases the vHs energy by 13 meV, po-
tentially changing Tc significantly over this range as the
vHs goes from below EF to above it. These options rep-
resent a strategy to tune the parameters of Lu8H23−xN
(A) to maximize the achievable Tc.

The total energies of the Lu8H23N structures consid-
ered here (Table S1) are within 7-30 meV/atom of each
other. The DFT results are consistent with those re-
ported for Lu8H23N by Sun et al [6] who also found
Lu8H21N (B) to be dynamically stable. Calculations
for selected structures considered here suggest any dy-
namical instabilities are weak. On the other hand, these
instabilities are calculated in the harmonic and Born-
Oppenheimer approximations, and are likely outweighed
by nuclear quantum effects and anharmonicity as found
for other hydrides [32–35]. We also considered the ef-
fects of magnetic properties on the energetics. DFT and
DFT+U calculations indicate any magnetic states have
small magnetic moments with energies lowered by less
than 1 meV/atom, i.e., insignificant compared to ambi-
ent temperatures.

Figure 4 further illustrates the electronic properties
near EF of Lu8H23N (A) with DFT-PBE+U. The inte-
grated local density of states (ILDOS), integrated around
the Fermi energy, shows that the conduction states are
composed of octahedral hydrogen and N states, with
nontrivial contributions from the tetrahedral hydrogen.
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FIG. 4: Calculated local bonding and electronic proper-
ties for Lu8H23N (A), with DFT+U, U on Lud of 8.2 eV.
(a) Integrated local density of states (ILDOS), integrated
±5 meV from EF . (b) The ELF, illustrating the forma-
tion of the hydrogen bonding network. (c) Fermi surface
(FS), showing both flat and conical bands.

A “metallic hydrogen” network forms in the ILDOS
(sliced three ways for illustrative purposes) with mostly-
localized N states; smaller and larger rings of octahedral
and tetrahedral hydrogen are also observed. Given the
“metallic hydrogen” network, we also plot the electron lo-
calization function (ELF)[36, 37] and find that the hydro-
gen ELF spheres begin to overlap at an isovalue of 0.51.
Belli et al [38] found that the ELF and relative H PDOS
at EF correlates with the values of theoretically predicted
Tc of hydride superconductors. Use of their correlation
gives a Tc in the 100 K range for this structure. A full
Eliashberg calculation is beyond the scope of the present
study due to the computational resources needed for the
supercells considered here. Nevertheless, the EPC en-
hancement from vHs and flat bands at EF found for other
high-Tc superconductors [8, 9, 12] suggests that the band
structure characteristics of Lu8H23−xN phases predicted
here support the existence of strong EPC (and thus very
high Tc) for the Lu-H-N system studied in Ref. [1].

We also comment on the topological character of band
structures found for these LuH3−xNy phases. We confirm
that Fm3m LuH3 has vHs and Dirac cones near EF and
is thus a potential Dirac semimetal, in agreement with
recent calculations of Sufyan and Larsson [26]. The in-
corporation of N to form Lu8H23N (A) shifts those topo-
logical features of LuH3 2 eV above EF (see Fig. S7). The
Fermi surface (FS) of Lu8H23N (A) (Fig. 4) clearly shows
the flat band regions and the Dirac cones. The flat bands

of Lu8H23N (A) are intersected by other bands (Figs. 2
and S10), which can result in non-trivial topology for
the bands (such as a nonzero Chern number). This is a
necessary ingredient for flat-band superconductivity [39]
(also considered topological superconductivity [40]). The
band structure also has interesting parallels with the flat
bands predicted for certain dense hydrogen structures of
[41]. Nearly flat bands can emerge in multiband tight-
binding models [42, 43] due to geometric hybridization
effects on idealized Kagome, Lieb, and checkerboard lat-
tices [44]. These structures all share the trait of being
highly symmetric, like those considered here. The nearly
flat bands of Lu8H23N (A) (Figs. 2 and S10) likely arise
from the relative phases of the hopping parameter, and
are further flattened with DFT+U.

Finally, our results have important implications for ex-
perimental studies of the reported near-ambient super-
conductivity in the Lu-H-N system [1]. The sensitivity
of the electronic properties in Lu8H23−xN based phases
to nitrogen and hydrogen-vacancy ordering suggests that
the reported high-Tc superconductivity as well as other
emergent phenomena will be highly dependent on sam-
ple preparation and annealing. This finding may explain
the apparent difficulties reported [45–47] in reproducing
the results presented in Ref. [1]. In addition, our calcu-
lated diffraction patterns should help guide experimental
studies of the crystal structure (Fig. S6). We also note
the that the temperature dependence of the electrical
resistance reported for Lu-H-N samples [1] shows strik-
ing parallels to anomalous resistivity curves documented
many years ago for other substoichiometric lanthanide
trihydrides (LnH3−x) across their metal-insulator transi-
tions [48, 49] (Fig. S14), where the electrical conductivity
has been shown to be strongly dependent on hydrogen-
vacancy ordering [50].

In summary, we have identified classes of structures,
stoichiometries, and hydrogen-vacancy ordering schemes
for Lu-H-N with remarkable electronic properties. We
predict that strong correlations give rise to structures
with flat band physics at EF , which are expected to have
high EPC [8, 9]. We also predict that the proposed struc-
tures will exhibit interesting correlated physics in addi-
tion to their potential for superconductivity, due to the
flat bands and intersecting Dirac cones. Confirmation
of the predicted structures awaits detailed single-crystal
x-ray and neutron scattering experiments, while the in-
teresting band physics can be examined using various
electron and x-ray spectroscopies possible at ambient and
near-ambient conditions.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Methods

We performed DFT calculations primarily with the
Quantum Espresso software package [23]. The SSSP
database [51] was used to vet pseudopotentials for con-
vergence of the computed pressure, phonon frequencies,
and formation energies. Accordingly, we chose the pseu-
dopotential for Lu from Ref. [27], and the pslibrary

pseudopotentials for N and H [52]. We built supercells of
LuH3−xNy with structures up to 128 atoms and relaxed
them using DFT-PBE. We performed variable-cell calcu-
lations for the relaxation without symmetry constraints,
and perturbed all atoms slightly for the relaxation to
break any symmetries that would prevent relaxation to
a local minimum (see Figs. S1-S5). Each relaxed struc-
ture had remaining forces under 1e-5 Ry/Bohr, and en-
ergy differences were under 1e-5Ry. The x-ray patterns
were simulated using pymatgen [53] and use Cu-Kα ra-
diation for comparison with recent experiments [1]. We
used wavefunction plane-wave cutoffs of 1000 eV but per-
formed convergence tests up to 1154 eV on many of the
structures and verified they yielded the same results. We
generally used tight k-meshes corresponding to 0.13 Å−1,
but did convergence tests with more k-points as needed,

including on the vHs of Lu8H23N (see Fig. S15). We
also used the optimized tetrahedron method [54]. The
VESTA code [55] was used for the visualizations of the ELF
and ILDOS. ILDOS calculations performed integrations
within a range of 5meV around EF . We used Quantum

Espresso’s default atomic projections for the PDOS cal-
culations. Using the projector-augmented-wave (PAW)
projectors reduces the hydrogen weight and implies Np

is the dominant term for the PBE calculations. However,
the PAW projectors are zero outside of the PAW sphere
and thus may underestimate contributions from disper-
sive orbitals like Hs. We also performed comparisons of
the PBE functional with the vdW-DF3-opt2 functional
[56] for many of the calculations and saw no meaningful
changes. We performed DFT+U calculations with the
U-values for Lud recommended in Ref. [52], which vet-
ted the pseudopotentials and U-values with calculations
on LuN using the same codes and functional we use. The
ideal U-value is not tied to the atom, and in principle it
should be structure-dependent. Nevertheless, we use a
fixed U-value for Lud (except for the calculations shown
in Fig. S11) as it is generally difficult to find the ideal
U-value for each structure. Ref. [27] also recommends
U=5.5 eV for Luf electrons but use of this value did not
significantly change the electronic properties near EF .
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TABLE S1: Calculated total energies (eV/atom) of Lu8H23N type structures. The unrelaxed structures are all
supercells of Fm3m LuH3 with the appropriate N substitutions; all have lattice constant 9.89 Å(see Figs. S1, S3, S4,
S5 for the relaxed structure parameters).

FIG. S1: Structure A (Lu8H23N), conventional unit cell parameters, and atomic positions.

FIG. S2: Structure B (Lu8H21N), conventional cell parameters, and atomic positions. Our relaxed structure is close
to that reported in Ref. [6].
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FIG. S3: Structure B (Lu8H23N), conventional cell parameters, and atomic positions.

FIG. S4: Structure C (Lu8H23N), conventional cell parameters, and atomic positions.
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FIG. S5: Structure D (Lu8H23N), conventional cell parameters, and atomic positions. The relaxation produced a
small deformation away from 90o angles (89.9998), below the precision used here, so the structure is considered
orthorhombic.
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FIG. S6: Calculated x-ray diffraction patterns of predicted structures compared with the experimental results reported
in Ref. [1] (Cu-Kα radiation). There is broad agreement between theory and experiment for the principal diffraction
peaks (green tick marks in the upper plot for the dominant phase in the experiment). On the other hand, the calculated
patterns show the distinct splittings of the principal peaks and low-angle superlattice peaks that were beyond the 2θ
range of the measurements. The red tick marks in the experimental plot correspond to a secondary phase tentatively
identified as Lu(H,N) [1] or LuH [57]. The purple tick marks correspond to an additional minor phase (see Ref. [1]).
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FIG. S7: Band structures of Fm3m LuH3 (left) and Lu8H23N (A) (right) calculated using DFT-PBE. The colored
areas highlight various regions that shift fairly uniformly upon introducing N atoms, the incorporation of which gives
rise to the additional (flat) bands.
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FIG. S8: Top: PDOS of a 128 atom Fm3m supercell of LuH3 calculated using DFT-PBE. Broadly similar results are
presented in Ref. [1] which also used DFT-PBE but different pseudopotentials. Hydrogen states are mostly below
EF , as they tend to strongly hybridize with Lud orbitals. Bottom: band structure of Fm3m LuH3 (primitive cell
representation). Similar results were reported in Ref. [26] using the SCAN functional (inset), where the colored circles
indicate comparable regions between the two calculations. Topological features such as flat band regions and Dirac
cones are both seen.
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FIG. S9: Comparison of the PDOS of Lu8H23N (A-D) using DFT-PBE for unrelaxed (a-d) and relaxed (e-h) structures.
Unrelaxed structures are based on supercells of the parent Fm3m LuH3 structure with lattice constant a = 4.983 Å
(a) Structure A, with Hoct

s , Htet
s , Ludt2g and Ludeg orbitals projected (b) Structure B, which is lower symmetry, the

Ludt2g
and Ludeg

projections were not disentangled (c) Structure C (d) Structure D. Structural information of the
relaxed unit cells is provided in Figs. S1 - S5.
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FIG. S10: Detailed DOS and band structure near EF calculated for the primitive cell representation of Lu8H23N (A)
using DFT-PBE+U, with U=8.2 eV on Lud. Dirac cones terminating near EF at the K and W points are readily
observed.

FIG. S11: Effect of U on the DOS (left) and PDOS (right) for Lu8H23N (A). U is applied to the Lud orbitals. We
denote ”PM” (paramagnetic) in the bottom DOS because there is also a ferromagnetic solution with a similar DOS
(very small splitting), but with energy lowered by less than 1 meV/atom. U = 8.2 eV is the recommended value in
Ref. [27] for LuN. The recommended U = 5.5 eV on f-orbitals did not significantly change the states near EF .
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FIG. S12: PDOS of Lu8H23N (A). (a) PDOS for an expanded energy range, capturing the increased bandwidth of the
Lud, Hs orbitals relative to Fm3m LuH3 (see Fig. S8 (b) Detailed PDOS around the Luf orbital peak. (c) Detailed
PDOS around EF . Both DFT-PBE + U (see main text) and DFT-PBE produce a vHs, though relaxation weakens it
and brings it away from EF using DFT-PBE. The N atoms attract more Lud electrons than hydrogen, which drives
the energy of occupied hydrogen states closer to EF . Addition of N also has a hole-doping effect. Panel (c) shows
that the vHs has primarily Np, Ludeg

and Hoct
s character, with some smaller contributions from the other orbitals.

We note here that different projection schemes (QE default atomic projections, vs using PAW projectors) disagree in
the weight of the N-p orbitals at EF for the pure DFT results. Here we use the default QE projections; the PAW
projectors yields a higher Np contribution and lower octahedral Hs contribution at EF . These results do not change
when using the vdW-DF3-opt2 functional [56].
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FIG. S13: (a-d) Effects of different types and numbers of vacancies on the PDOS of Fm3m Lu8H23N (structure
A), unrelaxed (a = 9.975 Å). With one vacancy the stoichiometry becomes Lu32H91N. The two types of vacancies
considered are shown in the insets of (a,b). While Sun et al. [6] showed that replacing H with tetrahedral vacancies
in Lu8H23N can stabilize the structure; in contrast we study the effects of octahedral vacancies. The location and
shape of the vHs is changed based on the ordering and number of vacancies.

FIG. S14: Uncorrected R-T data of Fig. S15 for nitrogen-doped lutetium hydride at 1.5 GPa in Ref. [1] (left),
compared to relative R-T results for LaH2.70 at ambient pressure [58] (right).
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FIG. S15: Mesh dependence of the vHs near EF calculated for Lu8H23N (A) with DFT-PBE+U.
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